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Adrián Cachoúa
Born on June 12th. He studied architecture at Universidad 
Iberoamericana in Mexico City. He then later went on to earn a 
Master’s Degree and Phd at “Architectural History and Design” 
in the Universitat Internacional de Catalunya in Barcelona, Spain.

He started his career at one of Mexico’s most renowed 
architectural practices, Sordo Madaleno y Asociados, working 
on several projects. 

In 2003 he founded Spatio Residencial, a Real Estate development company. Since that time he has 
developed, successfully marketed and completed construction of five residential projects over 70,000 sq. ft. 
of construction. In 2006 he founded Cachoua y Asociados S.C. with Natalia Camilletti. He has ample 
experiencie in building design and construction, specializing in corporate, residencial, cultural, indus- 
trial and commercial architecture and design, along with considerable expertise in food service architecture. 

Isaac Torres
Born on November 4th, 1974. He studied architecture at 
Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City where he graduated 
with honors. He is currently pursuing a Master’s Degree in 
Architectural Design at the Universidad Autónoma de México in 
Mexico City.

He has worked in several design firms as well as in the federal 
goverment. In 2006 he was invited to join Cachoua y Asociados 
as a Project Director. 

He was made partner of the firm in 2007. He has made significant constributions to the company’s most 
important projects, including the Portal Churubusco shopping centre wich encompasses 34,395 sq. meters 
of construction. Though his work experience in the federal government’s environmental protection agency 
(PROFEPA), he has gained an invaluable insight in sustainability and the legal framework surrounding it, 
making him a valuable asset for our sustaunable projects.

Natalia M. Camilletti

headquarters in Mexico City. The Sheraton Bilbao Hotel in Spain. The Keller house in San Francisco, Califor-
nia. And the Labiada appartment in New York, among many others. 

In 2006 she founded with Adrian Cachoua the firm Cachoua y Asociados S.C. that would eventually become 
Studio CACHOUA TORRES CAMILLETTI.  She has ample experience in interior design for projects in all 
dimensions and uses.

Born July 5 1976, she studied architecture at Universidad 
Iberoamericana in Mexico City. She started her professional work 
in Mexico’s most renowned firm Legorreta + Legorreta working 
directly under the architect Ricardo Legorreta, AIA Gold Medal 
laureate and Prizker prize jury member 1985-1993. She worked 
on many projects including TEC University campus in Mexico 
City. The Camino Real Hotel remodel in Mexico City. The Ameri-
can University dormitories in Cairo, Egypt. Chedraui corporate 
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Studio CTC is an international architecture and construction firm with offices in Chicago and Mexico City, it has ample experience in corporate, residential, cultural, commercial, 
foodservice, and industrial projects. We offer comprehensive services in architecture and construction, from conceptual design, to final design and management of construction, per-
mits and delivery of turnkey project.

We have designed more than two hundred thousand square meters and built more than forty-five thousand, in over 90 projects, the U.S. and Europe. We are part of the College of Archi-
tects of Mexico City, Mexican Society of Architects. We are also affiliated with the American Institute of Architects and are an active member of the U.S. Green Building Council. We have 
extensive experience in the international market as well as the ability to coordinate proficiently with local firms in the development and deployment of projects anywhere in the world.

Our firm comprises a multi-disciplinary team leaded by our pricipal partners:

ENVIROMENTAL CONSULTANT

Xavier Sánchez Valladares

Other consultants and team members

Xavier studied architecture at Universidad Iberoamericana in Mexico City, he later earned a Master’s degree 
in Environmental Design & Engineering at Bartlett School of Graduate Studies in London, England.

Xavier is leading the Sustainability Consulting Services at ECOstudio XV Ltd both in London and in Mexico. 
He is responsible for guiding the development of a considerable range of projects located in the UK, China 
and Mexico.  He offers a strategic state of the art approach to implement, in the most cost effective way, the 
project requirements, being this running cost reductions, environmental assessments, or certification (s). This 
includes work on bioclimatic design, building's energy conservation & efficiency, integrated renewable energy 
systems, water management and materials, among others. 

We are considering incorporating diverse consultants in our team shall we be elected as a winning design team. These consultants must necessarily be from the city of Gold Coast due to specific regional expertise that they would 
bring to the project that would be otherwise missing from our design team. Specifically we would incorporate a landscape design expert with knowledge of the local plant species, an engineering firm to tackle the specific hydraulic 
and dredging issues specific to our proposal, and a local art consultant to select and develop some of the pieces that would encompass the art scape. Finally we would partner with a local architecture firm, as we have done in the 
past, to tackle all documentation and construction code requirements.



Wine museum, Cerro de San Cristobal, Santiago, Chile

Year: 2010
Site area: 3,477m2

Building area: 5,825 m2

Sector: Cultural
Project type: Contest

Tall emblem structure, Za’abeel Park, Dubai, UAE
Year: 2008
Site area: 220,000 m2

Building area: 13,850 m2

Sector: Cultural
Project type: Contest

Hart Plaza redesign, Automotive Design School, Detroit MI, USA

Year: 2012
Site area: 57,926.29 m2

Building area: 88,186.59 m2

Sector: Cultural
Project type: Contest

Poseidon Nautical Club residential development, Pucusana, Peru
Year: 2009
Site area: 399,125 m2

Building area: 48,652 m2

Sector: Residential
Project type: Contest

Wine museum, Santiago, Chile

Year: 2013
Site area: 9,691 m2

Building area: 60,000 m2

Sector: Residential, commercial and offices
Project type: Contest

Bosque Encantado shopping centre, Mexico City, Mexico
Year: 2012
Site area: 3,485 m2

Building area: 9,090 m2

Sector: Commertial
Project type: Project

Ecoffices green office building, Lima, Peru
Year: 2013
Site area: 718.35 m2

Building area: 5,000 m2

Sector: Offices
Project type: Contest

Bosque Encantado residential development, Mexico City, Mexico
Year: 2008
Site area: 59,297 m2

Building area: 96,592 m2

Sector: Residential
Project type: Project

Portal Churubusco shopping centre, Mexico City, Mexico
Year: 2009
Site area: 310,597 m2

Building area: 34,395 m2

Sector: Commertial
Project type: Project and construction
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Studio CTC is an architecture and construction firm with experience in all types of projects, from commercial and industrial to residential. We offer comprehensive services in architecture 
and construction, from conceptual design, to final design and management of construction, permits and delivery of turnkey project.

We have designed more than two hundred thousand square meters and built more than forty-five thousand, in residential, industrial, corporate and commercial, in Mexico, the U.S. and 
Europe. We are part of the College of Architects of Mexico City, Mexican Society of Architects. We are affiliated with the American Institute of Architects and are part of the U.S. Green Building 
Council. We have extensive experience and capacity to develop projects anywhere in the world.

CACHOUA, TORRES & CAMILLETTI LLC
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CONNECTIONS
Connections / Appropriation
 

 

Voronoi Diagrams / The grid

Connections are a key point in architecture, whether they are urban, transport, visual, structural or physical, they all play a funda-
mental role in architecture. Today’s globalization is the seed of new paradigms, both in the economic sphere as well as in human 
thinking, we should not forget that thanks to globalization the fragmented postmodern conceptualization of the world is stagger-
ing.

For its part, appropriation can be defined as the maximum degree of success in an architectural or urban project, is a project is 
not approved by the user, if it’s not appropriated by the user, then any formal or theoretical effort has been in vain. A public space 
can and should be taken as their own by the users, which essentially means that the right “connections” between users and the 
project have been established.

It is then that the initial concept of our proposal arises from the idea of a “globalizing connection” that occurs in large part because 
of the Internet phenomenon. As it turns out a wireless network, which creates specific areas and patterns of reception, can 
suggest a way of organizing new urban environments. Connectivity engenders appropriation, we see it in college campuses, in 
some parks and in countless cafés, people move in a perimeter delimited by a good reception of a wireless network.

Therefore our proposal aims to create a network that comes from connecting elements that serve as basic guidelines for urban 
design. Which operate in turn as physical connections of spaces, the beginning of a bridge, the end of a footpath, the start of a 
bike path, etc. The conceptual connectors in our proposal are called “nodes” that bind the entire venue together. This will gener-
ate a group of cells that accommodate different uses in which in turn will foster appropriation of the entire space.

In organizing the urban space and locations of the “nodes” a grid must be defined. Instead of using a Cartesian or some other 
regular grid that would force setting the location of buildings in an arbitrary and perhaps undesirable location, we decided setting 
up a grid of raised connectors or nodes that emerged from a study of the areas and the program itself, in order to correctly hierar-
chize the different landmarks and certain areas that were thought suitable for the performance of certain activities. Not being 
equidistant from each other the network could not be hexagonal or circular because it would generate many meaningless juxta-
posed spaces without a clear utility. We sought a way as natural as possible to create this network of independent cells that would 
respond to the “pressure” of their uses and the “pressure” of the neighboring uses, which is why we proposed the use of Thiessen 
polygons and Voronoi diagrams to arrange the urban space.

We are also proposing to generate a new canal which integrates the water route to the project, placing it in a spot that avoids 
surrounding the precinct, creating a shortcut that creates traffic at the center of the project and allows for livelier and an interesting 
interaction from the water. Small canals arise to extend the water experience to much of the urban project, this is intended to 
become part of the usual route od those who move by boat, creating another kind of appropriation.  The connections are multi-
level for pedestrians, cyclists and water vessels, consciously decided to leave the car away from the experience by limiting it to 
a parking lot located in the access.

The central building functions as a bridge and a clip that connects the two main parts of the property.

CACHOUA, TORRES & CAMILLETTI LLC
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NODES

1.- Pedestrian Access
2.- Underground Car Parking Access
3.- Botanic Garden
4.- Moon Light Cinema Space
5.- Athletic Space
6.- Public Artwork Space
7.- Gold Coast City Council
8.- Festival or Fairs Space
9.- St Margaret’s Chapel
10.- Fountain
11.- Living Arts Centre
12.- New Arts Museum
13.- Green Bridge
14.- Children’s Artwork Space
15.- Public Entertainment Space
16.- Outdoor Amphitheatre
17.- Marina
18.- Retail Spaces
19.- Food and Beverage Spaces
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NODES/CONNECTORS

Nodes "are vertical elements that generate milestones menara urban tension, marked paths, and 
generate visually connected spaces in virtually the entire project.
While it is presented a design proposal, it could generate a specific competition for each of these nodes 
involving local artists. Each node represents an activity or function of some specific area. Therefore, 
each should be different, but with certain similarities  to achieve a unity in urban design.
These "nodes", beyond an aesthetic or urban design, symbolize the aim of the project, since each or 
most of them have the basic elements of the program:

Wi-Fi repeaters.
They harbor basic sustainability requirements as landfills, recycling areas, battery containers, 
composting toilets, solar cells for energy production, etc..
They are screens to promote the museum's collection, the events in theaters and cinemas, and cultural 
activities such asa concert that takes place in the outdoor theater.
They are vertical elements that give urban presence of the entire site as a whole and give importance to 
all activities, to prevent the rest of the program from becoming residual spaces.
Are these elements are sleeker and lighter in order not to compete with the landmark building.

 

DIGITAL PORTALS

The connections are at different scales within the project through the connection between nodes within 
the field, but also seeks to connect the site with the rest of Gold Coast also Gold Coast with the rest of 
Australia and Australia with the rest of world. This is why the idea of the "Digital Portals".
The Digital Portals are a set of LEDs screens, with hidden cameras between these panels, microphones 
and speakers that allow you to interact, as a virtual remote window, with people who are in other parts of 
the world. No doubt this effort requires the cooperation of the authorities in different cities and countries 
but brings a special unparalleled urban design. Are proposed 10 Digital Portals in different areas. The 
areas are distributed throughout the field. Visitors can engage in talks, meet people or even enjoy events 
in other parts of the world looking out for a virtual window, looking for the most important connection, the 
human connection.
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